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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we explain the problems associated with digital photography and
videography, which have been observed in various applications. Mainly we explain the
related works on feature tracking, displacement and motion anomalies estimation meth-
ods along with the broad scope of panoramic and smooth video composition. The studies
on various applications of high-speed vision systems in object tracking, mosaicking, and
in numerous fields are also explained in this chapter. We also proposed a high-frame-rate
(HFR) vision-based displacement and motion anomalies sensing method to overcome the
shortcomings of conventional systems.
1.1 Research Background
1.1.1 Digital Photography and Videography
The digital-camera-technologies have been advancing day-by-day to deliver feasi-
ble photographic and videographic functionalities in commercial cameras. Image pro-
cessing functionalities such as panorama, color filtering, noise filtering, etc. have be-
come onboard functions of the modern generation digital cameras to provide run-time
solutions to the users. Digital Cameras furthermore featured with image stabilization
facilities, which also called vibration reduction and gimbals compensation. Stabilization
functionality not only demanded by handheld cameras but also explicitly required for mo-
bile robots, uneven-terrain vehicles as well as modern Unmanned-Aerial-Vehicles (UAV)
to obtain smoothed video sequences. As shown in Figure 1.1, digital photography, and
1
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videography have a broad scope. High-Resolution image sequences are suitable for cap-
turing wide information of the scenic world for monitoring purposes as well as minute
details of the microscopic world for scientific study. It is also obligatory in most of the
scenarios where video quality of captured sequences is aected by induced undesired
motions.
(f) bridge inspection 
and surveillance
(e) high speed train 
inspection
(b) surveillance by 
drone  
(d) pole mounted 
surveillance camera 
(a) mobile robot 
surveillance
(c) handheld camera 
videography
Figure 1.1: Scope of Panoramic Views and Smooth Videos in Digital Photography
and Videography
The undesired motions are introduced by various means of vibration sources such
as, uneven terrains induce vibration in videos taken by camera mounted on mobile robot
for surveillance purpose Figure 1.1-(a), high-speed wind and propeller rotation produce a
vibration in videos captured by camera mounted drone while flying Figure 1.1-(b), videos
captured by handheld camera usually aected by walking on stairs and also due to uneven
motions of operator Figure 1.1-(c), pole-mounted terminal-cameras often capture shaky
videos due to vibration induced by high-speed wind or seismic activities Figure 1.1-(d),
camera mounted on high-speed trains usually captures videos that are aected by periodic
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mechanical vibrations Figure 1.1-(e), moreover, cameras appointed for structure health
monitoring also get influenced by structural vibration due to seismic or human-induced
fluctuations Figure 1.1-(f).
The smooth visibility of the captured sequences is usually aected by undesired mo-
tions caused due to rapid apparent movements between camera and scene. The changes
while rolling shutter becomes shakiest when robots or vehicle moves on uneven surfaces.
So it is required to compensate or neutralize undesired motions by filtering it from the
desired action. Video stabilization is a process of removing irregular shaky-eects by
correcting captured sequences. It eliminates global motion anomalies by altering aected
images sequences. Professional videographers and researchers who are working in the
domain of digital image processing and machine learning have reported the problem of
motion blur and jittery videos due to the unsteadiness of the operators. Video captured by
a handheld camera or body mounted camera during sports such as ski bordering, skating,
running, hiking, and other games where continuous rapid motions are happening, jitter
always aects the smoothness of captured videos.
Machine learning and digital image processing have been also suered the problem
of losing vital information due to jitter that results in unreasonable noise. The cameras
used for mobile and teleoperated robotics are assumed as the most informative sensors.
When they rapidly maneuver on non-uniform surfaces, random vibration introduces in
the captured videos, which limits decision making ability at known or unknown scenar-
ios. Tele-operated robots have a limitation of video transmission bandwidth on wireless
networks. That means there is no scope to stabilize images instead of synthesizing at the
terminal camera. In the case of vision-guided vehicles, conventionally light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) along with a series of cameras used as prime sensors to localize them-
selves in the surrounding environment. In their acquired videos, the oscillatory motion
components are often observed. In this case, jitter becomes a dominating noise that may
tend to misguiding or lost location. The emerging mobile surveillance technology such
as aerial vehicles, UAVs are used for aerial photography, surveillance, navigation, local-
ization and tracking purposes. They often track suspected activities observed in targeted
environments via high-resolution camera-based tracking systems. UAVs surveillance is
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a significant advantage during disaster situations. Smoothly captured videos are a trade-
o for human operators in rescues operations. During crucial moments, real-time video
footage is highly demanded not to miss landmarks nor target recognition. UAVs with con-
ventional camera systems often fail due to defocusing and blurriness in the videos caused
by mechanical vibration while flying at high altitudes and capturing optically or digitally
zoomed scenes. The widely used wireless technologies in the surveillance cameras are
also exposed to undesired noise due to high-speed wind or structural vibrations.
1.1.2 Conventional Video Mosaicking and Stabilization
1.1.2.1 Video Mosaicking Related Works
The image mosaicking is an image registration technique in which image sequences
captured at dierent time intervals are merged into a single composite image that covers
a larger, more seamless view than the field of view of the camera. It has been used to
acquire panoramic pictures for natural scenes in several applications, such as surveillance,
augmented reality, remote sensing, and digital camera panorama generation. In the past
decades, many image mosaicking approaches have been proposed for accurate image
registration of overlapping images. However, most of these proposed approaches perform
oine because of the heavy computational loads they incur in trying to optimize and
achieve global consistency in panoramic images.
Image mosaicking is a standard technique in computer vision; many image registra-
tion methods for image mosaicking have been proposed [1,2]. To produce panoramic im-
ages for post-visualization after capturing the whole image sequence, most of these meth-
ods employ oine image mosaicking computation, which uses pairwise image matching
and then global optimization to ensure consistency. These image registration methods can
be roughly categorized into region-based methods [3–5] and feature-based methods [6–9].
Region-based methods can provide accurate image registration using all the available im-
age data; however, they incur a heavy computational load and are oversensitive to image
brightness. In feature-based methods, the transform parameters between images are deter-
mined by calculating feature points using feature extractors such as the KLT tracker [10]
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and SIFT features [11] for feature point correspondences between images. They can re-
duce the computational complexity in image registration; however, the outliers in feature
point correspondence increase when the feature points are not stably extracted.
Nowadays, the panoramic image mosaics are required not only for post panoramic
visualization but also for online panoramic display in many computer vision applica-
tions such as motion detection and tracking [12, 13], mosaic-based localization [14], and
augmented reality [15]. Consequently, many real-time video mosaicking approaches for
fast image registration have been proposed. Kourogi et al. proposed a fast image reg-
istration method that uses pseudo motion vectors estimated as gradient-based optical
flow [16]. Civera et al. developed a drift-free feature-based image mosaicking system
that obtains a consistent image from images of 320240 pixels at 30 fps using an EKF-
SLAM approach when previously viewed scenes are revisited [17]. Botterill et al. re-
alized real-time feature-based image mosaicking for aerial images of 800532 pixels at
6.2 fps [18]. de Souza et al. performed real-time feature-based image mosaicking without
over-deformation of mosaics using a non-rigid deformation model [19].
The standard video signal formats restrict most of the video cameras used in these
approaches to dozens of frames per second. However, a camera that is functioning at a low
frame rate must be operated slowly to prevent diculties in matching feature correspon-
dences between frames, because the computational cost and the number of mismatched
pairs of feature points increase when image displacements between frames increases. To
reduce the mismatch problem in feature point correspondence, caused by large image
displacements between frames when a panoramic scene is observed from a fast-moving
camera, several groups are currently researching accurate image mosaicking using HFR
videos for fast camera motion such as image mosaicking with a flying camera [20]. How-
ever, these research eorts are focused on oine HFR videos. If HFR videos could be
simultaneously mosaicked to obtain a panoramic image that covers a larger seamless view,
real-time image mosaicking could be utilized in many scenarios involving rapid camera
motion, such as image mosaicking using a freely operated hand-mobile camera and image
mosaicking from fast-moving automobiles.
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1.1.2.2 Video Stabilization Related Works
Video stabilization [21–25] is a well-known process that has been implemented to
reduce undesired motion in image sequences which occur due to shaking or jiggling of a
camera or rapidly moving objects while rolling the shutter. These motion anomalies are
jitters caused by various external sources responsible for the shaking of the camera and
lead to unpleasant visual eects in video sequences. Sources such as unsteady handling
of the camera by an operator, rapidly moving sports camera, or camera-mounted vehicles
or robots when maneuvering on uneven surfaces are responsible for jittery motion anoma-
lies. As shown in Figure 1.2, the stabilization techniques can be categorized as (1) optical
image stabilization (OIS) and (2) digital image stabilization (DIS). The OIS systems have
been designed to reduce apparent motion in image sequences by controlling the optical
path sensed by sensors such as gyroscopes or accelerometers.
Image Sensor 
Shift
Lens Shift
Optical Stabilization
Undesired Motion 
Correction
Motion Blur 
Correction
Digital Stabilization
Types of Video Stabilization
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Figure 1.2: Types of Image or Video Stabilization
The lens-shift OIS systems shift their optical path using Opto-mechatronic devices
such as a lens-barrel-shift mechanism [26, 27], a fluidic prism [28], a magnetic 3-DOF
platform [29], a deformable mirror [30], sensor-shift OIS systems to shift their image
sensors using voice coil actuators [31–35], and hand-held OIS systems with multi-DOF
gimbal control systems [36–39] have been reported by researchers. The consumer digital
cameras have the OIS stabilization functions to remove certain and undesired fluctuating
motion while capturing video. These OIS systems can stabilize input images by reduc-
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ing the motion blur induced by the camera shake. However, conventional systems have
diculty in perfectly reducing large and quick apparent motion by controlling the optical
path with sensors that cannot detect any apparent motion in images, due to the physical
limitations in the lens-shift or sensor-shift mechanisms. For frame-by-frame image sta-
bilization in a video sequence, the DIS systems can produce a compensated video. The
residual fluctuated motion in images can be reduced using various image processing tech-
niques to estimate the local motion vectors, such as block matching [40–43], bit-plane
matching [44, 45], Kalman-filter-based prediction [46–50], DFT filtering [51], particle
filter [52], scale-invariant feature [53, 54], feature point matching [55–59], and optical
flow estimation [60–65]. These systems do not require any additional mechanism or opti-
cal device for video stabilization, and they have been used as low-cost video stabilizers in
various applications such as airborne shooting [66–72], o-road vehicles [73], and tele-
operated applications [74–77], including commercial applications [78–82]. Various ap-
proaches have been attempted to achieve real-time DIS systems [83–89] for stabilizing a
video sequence with simultaneous video processing at conventional frame rate, whereas,
most of them have limited ability to reduce large and quick apparent motion observed in
images due to heavy computation in the frame corresponding process.
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1.1.2.3 High-speed Vision System as a Sensing Device
Rapidly-moved Camera 
Trajectory
y
-a
x
is
 (
p
ix
e
ls
)
x-axis (pixels)
High Redundancy
of valuable Features
• Sensing ability is very high
• Low computational cost
Low Redundancy of 
valuable Features
• Sensing ability is Low
• Heavy computational cost
High Frame Rate (HFR) 
Vision System 
(1000+  fps)
Conventional Vision 
System 
(PAL / NTSC 25~30fps)
Figure 1.3: An HFR Vision-based Sensing
If a real-time HFR vision system could simultaneously estimate the apparent mo-
tion in the images at a high frame rate in a manner like that of conventional sensors,
it could be made to function as an HFR displacement and jitter sensor for video mo-
saicking and stabilization even when the camera or the targeted scene moves quickly, as
shown in Figure 1.3. With rapid advancements in computer vision technologies, various
real-time HFR vision systems operating at 1000 fps or more have been developed [93],
and their eectiveness has been demonstrated in tracking applications such as robot ma-
nipulations [94–97], multi-copter tracking [98, 99], camshift tracking [106], multi-object
tracking [107], feature point tracking [108], and face tracking [109]. These systems were
computationally accelerated by parallel-implementation on field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGAs) and graphics processing units (GPUs) to obtain real-time HFR video pro-
cessing.
Watanabe et al. performed multi-target tracking for 256256 images at 955 fps
using massively parallel coprocessors [100]. Hirai et al. mounted a Hough transform
processor on an FPGA [101]. Ishii et al. developed a high-speed vision platform for
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real-time image processing of 10241024 images at 1000 fps [102], and demonstrated
its eectiveness via real-time optical flow estimation at 1000 fps [105]. Although these
high-speed vision systems can calculate scalar image features in real-time, they cannot
be transferred the entire image at high speed to a personal computer (PC) owing to the
limitations in the transfer speed of its inner bus. Ishii et al. recently developed IDP
Express [103], a high-speed vision platform that can simultaneously process HFR videos
using hardware logic, for image processing such as color-histogram-based tracking [106]
and multi-object feature extraction [104], which is implemented on an FPGA, and directly
maps the HFR videos and processed results onto memory allocated in a PC. Implementing
a real-time function to extract feature points in images and match their correspondences
between frames on such a high-speed vision platform would make it possible to accelerate
image mosaicking at a higher frame-rate than dozens of frames per second, even when
the camera moves quickly.
1.1.2.4 Our Proposed Methods
(a) HFR Vision-based Real-time Video Mosaicking:
Concurrent with recent rapid advances in computer technology, real-time image
mosaicking systems have also been developed for online visualization of panoramic im-
ages at dozens of frames per second. Most of the video cameras have been used in these
applications are restricted to standard video signal format and low frame rate; hence, those
cameras must be operated slowly without any large displacement bet between the frames.
Therefore, there is a demand for the acceleration of computation for image mosaicking
and the conducting of real-time image mosaicking at a much higher frame-rate than the
dozens of frames per second that is currently the norm.
In this study, we propose a real-time video mosaicking and stabilization systems
[108] that use an HFR video sequence for sensing camera motion to compose the wide
panoramic image and smooth videos suitable for human eyes. Our proposed method can
mosaic 512512 color images captured at 500 fps as a single synthesized panoramic im-
age in real-time by stitching the images based on their estimated frame-to-frame changes
in displacement and orientation.
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In the system, feature point extraction is accelerated by implementing a parallel
processing circuit module for Harris corner detection, and hundreds of selected feature
points in the current frame can be simultaneously corresponded with those in their neigh-
bor ranges in the previous frame, assuming that frame-to-frame image displacement be-
comes smaller in high-speed vision. The ecacy of our system for improved feature-
based real-time image mosaicking at 500 fps was verified by implementing it on a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA)-based high-speed vision platform and conducting sev-
eral experiments: (1) capturing an indoor scene using a camera mounted on a fast-moving
two-degrees-of-freedom active vision, (2) capturing an outdoor scene using a hand-held
camera that was rapidly moved periodically by hand.
(b) HFR Vision-based Hybrid Video Stabilization:
In this study, we also propose the novel approach of a real-time video stabiliza-
tion system using an HFR jitter sensing device to realize the computationally ecient
technique of digital video stabilization for high-resolution image sequences [114]. This
system consists of a high-speed camera to extract and track feature points in gray-level
512496 image sequences at 1000 fps and a high-resolution ComplementaryMetal-Oxide
Semiconductor (CMOS) camera to capture 20482048 image sequences considering their
hybridization to achieve real-time stabilization. The high-speed camera functions as a
real-time HFR jitter sensing device to measure an apparent jitter movement of the sys-
tem by considering two ways of computational acceleration; (1) feature point extraction
with a parallel processing circuit module of the Harris corner detection and (2) corre-
sponding hundreds of feature points at the current frame to those in the neighbor ranges
at the previous frame on the assumption of small frame-to-frame displacement in high-
speed vision. The proposed hybrid-camera system can digitally stabilize the 20482048
images captured with the high-resolution CMOS camera by compensating the sensed
jitter-displacement in real-time for displaying to human eyes on a computer display. The
experiments were conducted to demonstrate the eectiveness of hybrid-camera-based dig-
ital video stabilization such as (a) verification when the hybrid-camera system in the pan
direction in front of a checkered pattern, (b) stabilization in video shooting a photographic
pattern when the system moved with a mixed-displacement motions of jitter and constant
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low-velocity in the pan direction, and (c) stabilization in video shooting a real-world out-
door scene when an operator holding hand-held hybrid-camera module while walking on
the stairs.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organized as 6 Chapters including this introduction.
In Chapter 2, the concept of high-speed vision-based video mosaicking and stabi-
lization using a feature point-based approach is proposed, including the fundamentals of
global displacement and jitter sensing using an HFR vision system.
In Chapter 3, the algorithms for displacement and jitter sensing are explained along
with a description of panoramic image composition and stabilized video composition.
In Chapter 4, the resources used for implementing the proposed method are ex-
plained with a detail clarification of the hardware and software components. The multi-
threaded approach for real-time synthesis is also specified in this chapter.
In Chapter 5, the experiments conducted for verifying the eectiveness of digital
video stabilization and video mosaicking are demonstrated including verification and the
outdoor demonstration to show the feasibility of the proposed method in a real-world
scene as well as discusses the experiments conducted for composing panoramic images at
indoor and outdoor scenes. In this chapter, the computational eciency of our proposed
system is also discussed and compared with the various conventional methods for jitter
sensing and video stabilization.
Finally, Chapter 6, concludes the contributions of this study and discusses the futur-
istic improvements to achieve more robust results as well as the real-time implementation
of video stabilization and mosaicking in various applications of the real-world.

Chapter 2
Concept of an HFR Vision-based Video
Mosaicking and Stabilization
In this chapter, the concept of HFR vision-based video mosaicking and stabilization
is explained using novel approaches including the fundamentals of sensing the global dis-
placements and motion anomalies. The high-speed vision-based accelerated platform
used for real-time synthesis is also explained in this chapter. As we identified issues asso-
ciated with the mosaicked panorama as well as in composing smooth video sequences, we
proposed various novel methods to overcome conventionally unattended problems. We
focus on (a) optimization and acceleration approaches to synthesize a feature point-based
displacement and jitter sensing using an HFR vision platform in real-time, (b) an inno-
vative approach on hybrid-dual camera-based image-space resolution compensation for
composing high-resolution smooth video sequences, and (c) software multi-threading for
simultaneous video composition, simultaneous image acquisition by using hybrid-dual
camera module and recording to synthesize in real-time and live display of composed
images and videos for operators.
2.1 Optimization and Acceleration
To optimize and accelerate our method for real-time synthesis of video mosaicking
and stabilization, we propose, (1) feature-based displacement and jitter sensing using an
HFR vision platform, (2) a reduced number of feature points, and (3) a narrowed search
range assuming an HFR sequence. The detail explanation is as follows,
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2.1.1 Feature-based Displacement and Jitter Sensing using an HFR
Vision Platform
In many applications, the image composition at dozens of frames per second is
sucient for the human eyes to monitor a panoramic images and videos, whereas fea-
ture tracking at dozens of frames per second is not always stable and accurate when the
camera moves rapidly. Most of the feature-based methods used for mosaicking and sta-
bilization are realized by executing (1) feature extraction, (2) feature point matching, (3)
frame-by-frame transform estimation, and (4) composition of jitter-compensated image
sequences. Corresponding to steps (1)-(3), feature-based motion estimation at the frame
rate of conventional cameras is not always stable and there are chances of inaccurate re-
duction of large apparent motions when a quick movement occurs; leads to heavy compu-
tation caused by large image displacements between the frames. In this study, we propose
the concept of HFR vision-based displacement and jitter sensing, which is accelerated
by an FPGA based vision hardware of our system. As shown in Figure 2.1, the partial
implementation of the algorithm i.e., the most computationally expensive feature extrac-
tion step on the HFR vision platform, the algorithm is significantly accelerated to achieve
in real-time. Gradient-based feature extractors such as the Harris corner detector [110],
is suitable for acceleration by hardware logic because the local calculation of brightness
gradients can be easily parallelized as pixel-level computation.
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Figure 2.1: Feature-based Displacement and Jitter Sensing using HFR Vision-
paltform
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2.1.2 A Reduced Number of Feature Points
In the feature point matching for image mosaicking, thousands of feature points are
not always necessary for estimating transform parameters between frames. The compu-
tational load of feature point matching can be reduced by selecting a smaller number of
feature points because the feature-level computation of the order O(M2) is required in
feature point matching, where M is the number of selected feature points. In this study,
as shown in Figure 2.1, the number of feature points used in feature point matching is
reduced for fast image composition by excluding closely crowded feature points, because
they often generate corresponding errors between frames in feature point matching.
2.1.3 A Narrowed Search Range by Assuming HFR Video
Even when a reduced number of feature points are used for the sensing, heavy com-
putation of the order O(M2) is still required for feature point matching if all the feature
points correspond to each other between frames. It can be assumed that frame-to-frame
image displacement grows considerably smaller in an HFR video, which allows a smaller
search range to be used for points corresponding to points in the consecutive frame. This
narrowed search range reduces the inaccuracy and the computational load of feature point
matching to corresponding feature points between frames on the order of O(M), even
when thousands of feature points are observed from a rapidly moving camera, whereas
image composition at a high frame rate incurs a heavy computational load, especially be-
cause it requires pixel-level processing. Thus, we introduce a real-time HFR vision-based
algorithm that can realize this trade-o between tracking accuracy and computational load
in displacement sensing for rapid camera motion, as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Hybrid-dual Camera Module for Image-space Reso-
lution Compensation
Narrowing the search range by assuming temporal redundancy in HFR image se-
quences can accelerate the process of frame-by-frame motion estimation, whereas video
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stabilization using HFR image sequences has a shortcoming in image-space resolution
and brightness; the former is restricted by the specification of an image sensor as well as
the processing power for motion estimation, and the latter depends on its short exposure
time, which is less than the frame cycle time of the HFR camera. Thus, we introduce the
concept of hybrid-camera-based digital video stabilization that can solve this trade-o
between the tracking accuracy in real time motion estimation and the space resolution in
composing a compensated video sequence. Generally, real-time video stabilization aims
to reduce fluctuated motions in image sequences to generate compensated videos conve-
nient for human eyes on a computer display. Most of the displays are designed to operate
at tens of frames per second, which is sucient for human eyes to perceive it as a smooth
movie.
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Figure 2.2: Hybrid Approach on Video Stabilization of High-resolution Sequences
using an HFR Vision-based Sensing
If a high-resolution camera of N0xN0y pixels can capture a tens of frames per second
video sequence for a view similar to that in the HFR image sequence when mounted on the
same platform, both cameras can experience the same desired and undesired motion at the
same time. Hence a jitter-compensated N0x  N0y image sequence can be composed in real
time without heavy computational complexity for HFR image synthesis; the high-speed
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vision system works as an HFR jitter sensor to determine jitter-compensation parameters.
The hybrid-dual camera-based system as shown in Figure 2.2, consists of a high-
speed vision system that can extract and track the feature points in consecutive images
in real-time at thousands of frames for fast apparent motion estimation as an HFR jitter
sensor in steps (1)-(3), and a high-resolution camera system for composing compensated
high-resolution sequences at dozens of frames per seconds convenient for human eyes
in step (4). It is assumed that these camera systems have overlapped views of scenes or
objects in the view field.
2.3 Software-based Multi-threading
In our system, various resources are simultaneously executed to handle various
tasks such as HFR image acquisition, high-resolution image acquisition, mosaicked panorama
and smooth video composition, actuator control, and online data recording to synthesize
all the process in real-time. We implemented the proposed system on windows platform,
so windows multi-threading and multi-processing application program interfaces (API)
are used in our approach.
Chapter 3
Algorithms for Video Mosaicking and Video
Stabilization
The steps involved in video mosaicking and video stabilization algorithms are de-
scribed in this chapter. A feature-based displacement sensing approach is used for both
the applications. The mosaicked panorama is composed of stitched images with signif-
icant displacement trajectory in the camera, whereas, stabilized video is composed of
image sequences of nullified motion anomalies in the camera displacement. Generally,
a feature-based displacement sensing is performed using (a) feature point detection, (b)
feature point matching, (c) image transformation calculation for sensing frame-by-frame
displacement in motion sequences. However, one additional step of (d) undesired mo-
tion filtering or compensation is required for sensing jitter in the camera displacement.
In both the algorithms used for video mosaicking and stabilization, we used dierent
methods to achieve identical steps to study a suitable way for further optimization. In
the case of video mosaicking, we used the Harris Corner detector for extracting feature
points from the HFR sequences, Sum of Absolute Dierence (SAD) is used for matching
feature points and Ane Transformation is used for sensing frame-to-frame displace-
ment in the motion sequences. Whereas, the video stabilization algorithm consists of the
same feature detector, Sum of Squared Dierence (SSD), Translational Transformation
to sense frame-to-frame displacement in the x-y direction and IIR filter to sense jitter in
displacement sequences. A detailed explanation of the algorithm is as follows.
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3.1 Video Mosaicking
Our algorithm for real-time HFR image mosaicking consists of the following pro-
cesses.
3.1.1 Feature Detection
(1) Feature point detection
(1-a) Feature extraction
To extract feature points such as upper-left vertexes, we use the following brightness
gradient matrix C(x; t):
C(x; tk) =
X
x2Na(x)
2666666664 I02x (x; tk) I0x(x; tk)I0y(x; tk)I0x(x; tk)I0y(x; tk) I02y (x; tk)
3777777775 ; (3.1)
where Na(x) is the a  a adjacent area of pixel x = (x; y), and I0x(x; t) and I0y(x; t)
indicate the following positive values of Ix(x; t) and Iy(x; t), respectively:
I0(x; t) =
8>>><>>>: I(x; t) (I(x; t) > 0)0 (otherwise) ( = x; y); (3.2)
where Ix(x; t) and Iy(x; t) are the x and y dierentials of the input image I(x; t) at
pixel x at time t.
(x; t) is defined as a feature for feature tracking using Harris corner detection [110]
as follows:
(x; t) = det C(x; t)   (Tr C(x; t))2: (3.3)
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Here,  is a tunable sensitive parameter, and values in the range 0.04–0.15 have
been reported as feasible.
(1-b) Feature point detection
Thresholding is conducted for (x; t) with a threshold T to obtain a map of feature
points, R(x; t), as follows:
R(x; t) =
8>>><>>>: 1 ((x; t) > T )0 (otherwise) (3.4)
The number of feature points when R(x; t) = 1 is counted in the p p adjacent area
of x as follows:
P(x; t) =
X
x02Np(x)
R(x0; t); (3.5)
where P(x; t) indicates the density of the feature points.
(1-c) Selection of feature points
To reduce the number of feature points, closely crowded feature points are excluded
by checking the number of feature points in their neighborhood. The reduced set of
feature points R0(t) is calculated at time t as follows:
R0(t) = fx j P(x; t)  P0g ; (3.6)
where P0 is a threshold used to sparsely select feature points. We assume that the
number of feature points is less than M.
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3.1.2 Displacement Sensing
3.1.2.1 Feature Matching
(2-a) Template matching
To correspond feature points at the current time t with those from the previous time
tp(t) = t  n(t)t, template matching is conducted for the selected feature points. t is the
shortest frame interval of a vision system, and n(t) is an integer. For template matching
to correspond the i-th feature point at time tp belonging to R0(tp), xi(tp) (1  i  M), to
the i0-th feature point at time t belonging to R0(t), xi0(t) (1  i0  M), the sum of absolute
dierence is calculated as follows:
E(i0; i; t; tp) =
X
=(;)2Wm
jI(xi0(t)+; t)   I(xi(tp)+; tp)j; (3.7)
where Wm is an m  m template matching window.
To reduce the number of mismatched points, xˆ(xi(tp); t), which indicates the feature
point at time t corresponding to the i-th one, xi(tp), at time tp, and xˆ(xi0(t); tp), which
indicates the feature point at time tp corresponding to the i0-th one, xi0(t), at time t, are
bidirectionally searched by selecting the feature points when E(i0; i; t; tp) is at a minimum
in their adjacent areas as follows:
xˆ(xi(tp); t) = xi0(i)(t) =arg min
xi0 (t)2Nb(xi(tp))
E(i0; i; t; tp); (3.8)
xˆ(xi0(t); tp) = xi(i0)(tp) =arg min
xi(tp)2Nb(xi0 (t))
E(i0; i; t; tp); (3.9)
where i0(i) and i(i0) are determined as the index numbers of the feature point at
time t, corresponding to xi(tp), and the feature point at time tp, corresponding to xi0(t),
respectively. The pair of feature points between times t and tp are selected when the
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corresponding feature points are mutually selected as the same points as follows:
x˜(xi(tp); t) =
8>>><>>>: xˆ(xi(tp); t) (i = i(i
0(i)))
; (otherwise)
(3.10)
where ; indicates that no feature point at time t corresponds to the i-th feature point,
xi(tp), at time tp, and the feature points at time t that have no corresponding point at time
tp, are adjudged to be newly appearing feature points.
It is assumed that the image displacement between times t and tp is small, and the
feature point xi(t) at time t can be matched with a feature point at time tp in the b  b
adjacent area of xi(t). The processes described in Eqs. (3.8)–(3.10) are conducted for the
feature points belonging to R0(tp) and R0(t), and the computational load of feature point
matching can be reduced in the order of O(M) by setting a narrowed search range with a
small value for b.
(2-b) Frame interval selection
To avoid accumulated registration errors caused by small frame-to-frame displace-
ments, the previous time tp(t + t) for feature point matching at the next time t + t, is
adjusted for having a certain image displacement between times t+t and tp(t+t) using
the following averaged distance among the selected pairs of feature points at times t and
tp(t):
d¯(t; tp(t)) =
X
xi(tp(t))2Q(t;tp(t))
jx˜(xi(tp(t)); t)   xi(tp(t))j
S (Q(t; tp(t)))
; (3.11)
where Q(t; tp(t)) is a set of the feature points xi(tp(t)) at time tp(t) that satisfy
x˜(xi(tp(t)); t) , ; (i = 1;    ;M), that is, their corresponding points exist at time t.
S (Q(t; tp(t))) is the number of elements belonging to Q(t; tp(t)).
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Depending on whether d¯(t; tp(t)) is larger than d0, n(t+t) is determined for feature
point matching at time t + t; the frame interval of feature point matching is initially set
to t.
(2-b-i) d¯(t; tp(t))  d0,
The image displacement between times t and tp(t) is too small for feature point
matching. To increase the displacement at the next point in time, t + t, the parameter
n(t+t) is incremented as n(t+t) = n(t)+1; the feature points at time t+t are matched
with those at time tp(t + t) = t   n(t)t.
Without conducting any process in steps (3) and (4) below, return to step (1) for the
next time, t + t.
(2-b-ii) d¯(t; tp(t)) > d0
To reset the frame-to-frame displacement at time t + t, n(t + t) is set to one; the
feature points at time t + t are matched with those at time tp(t + t) = t.
Thereafter, go to steps (3) and (4); the selected pairs of feature points, xi(t) (2
Q(t; tp(t))) and x˜(xi(t); tp(t)), are used in steps (3) and (4).
3.1.2.2 Ane Transformation
Ane parameters between the two images at times t and tp are estimated using the
selected pairs of feature points, xi(t) and x˜(xi(t); tp), as follows:
xTi (t) =
2666666664 a1 a2a3 a4
3777777775 x˜T (xi(t); tp) +
2666666664 a5a6
3777777775 (3.12)
= A(t; tp)x˜T (xi(t); tp) + bT (t; tp); (3.13)
where a j ( j = 1;    ; 6) are components of the matrix A(t; tp) and vector b(t; tp)
that express the two-dimensional ane transform relationship between the two images
at times t and tp. They are estimated by minimizing the following Tukey’s biweight
evaluation functions, E1 and E2:
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El =
X
xi(tp)2Q(t;tp)
wli  d2li (l = 1; 2) (3.14)
Deviations d1i and d2i are given as follows:
d1i = jx00i   (a1x0i + a2y0i + a5)j (3.15)
d2i = jy00i   (a3x0i + a4y0i + a6)j; (3.16)
where x˜(xi(t); tp) = (x0i ; y
0
i) and x
00
i (t) = (x
00
i ; y
00
i ) indicate the temporally estimated
location of the i-th feature point at time t in Tukey’s biweight method. The following pro-
cesses are iteratively executed to reduce estimation errors caused by distantly mismatched
pairs of feature points. Initially, the weights w1i and w2i are set to one and x00i (t) set to xi(t).
(3-a) Ane parameter estimation
Using the least squares method to minimize E1 and E2, ane parameters a j ( j =
1;    ; 6) are estimated by calculating the weighted product sums of the xy coordinates of
the selected feature points as follows:
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26666666666666664
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a4
a6
37777777777777775 =
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(3.18)
Using the ane parameters estimated in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18), the temporally
estimated locations of feature points can be updated as follows:
x00Ti (t) =
2666666664 a1 a2a3 a4
3777777775 x˜T (xi(t); tp) +
2666666664 a5a6
3777777775; (3.19)
(3-b) Updating weights
To reduce the errors caused by distantly mismatched pairs of feature points, w1i and
w2i are updated for the i-th pair of feature points using deviations d1i and d2i as follows:
2666666664w1iw2i
3777777775=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
26666666666666664
 
1   d
2
1i
W2u
!2
 
1   d
2
2i
W2u
!2
37777777777777775 (d1i  Wu; d2i  Wu)266666666400
3777777775 (otherwise)
; (3.20)
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Wu is a parameter used to determine the cut point for evaluation functions at u time
iteration. As the number of iterations, u, is larger, Wu is set to a smaller value. Increment
u by one and return to step (3-a) during u  U.
After U time iterations, the ane parameters between the two images at times t
and tp are determined. The ane transform matrix and vector, A(t; tp) and b(t; tp), are
accumulated with the ane parameters estimated at time tp as follows:
A(t) = A(t; tp)A(tp) (3.21)
bT (t) = A(tp)bT (t; tp)+bT(tp) (3.22)
where A(t) and b(t) indicate the ane parameters of the input image at time t,
compared with that at time 0; A(0) and b(0) are given as the unit matrix and zero vector,
respectively.
3.1.3 Mosaicked Panorama Composition
To monitor the panoramic image at intervals of t0, the panoramic image G(x; t) is
updated by attaching an ane-transformed input image at time t to the panoramic image
G(x; t   t0) at time t   t0 as follows:
G(x; t) =
8>>><>>>: I(x
0; t) (if I(x0; t) , ;)
G(x; t   t0) (otherwise);
(3.23)
where G(x; 0) is initially given as an empty image; x0 is the ane-transformed
coordinate vector at time t as follows:
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x0T = A(t)xT +bT(t); (3.24)
Our algorithm can be eciently executed as a multi-rate video processing method.
The interval in steps (1) and (2) can be set to the shortest frame interval t for accurate
feature point tracking in an HFR video sequence, while that in step (3) depends on the
frame-to-frame image displacement; it is the shortest frame interval when there is signif-
icant camera motion, and it becomes larger when the camera motion becomes smaller.
On the other hand, the interval in step (4), t0, can be independently set to dozens of
milliseconds to enable the human eye to monitor the panoramic image.
3.2 Video Stabilization
Our algorithm for hybrid-camera-based digital video stabilization consists of the
following processes. In the steps of (a) feature point extraction, we used the same algo-
rithms as those used in real-time image mosaicking using an HFR video [108], consid-
ering the implementation of parallelized gradient-based feature extraction on an FPGA-
based high-speed vision platform.
3.2.1 Feature Detection
The Harris corner feature [110], (x; tk) = det C(x; tk)   (Tr C(x; tk))2 at time tk, is
computed using the following gradient matrix:
C(x; tk) =
X
x2Na(x)
2666666664 I02x (x; tk) I0x(x; tk)I0y(x; tk)I0x(x; tk)I0y(x; tk) I02y (x; tk)
3777777775 ; (3.25)
where Na(x) is the a  a adjacent area of pixel x = (x; y). tk = kt indicates when
the input image I(x; t) at frame k is captured by a high-speed vision system operating
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at a frame cycle time of t. I0x(x; t) and I0y(x; t) indicate the positive values of x and y
dierentials of the input image I(x; t) at pixel x at time t, Ix(x; t) and Iy(x; t), respectively.
 is a tunable sensitive parameter, and values in the range 0.04–0.15 have been reported
as feasible.
The number of feature points in the p  p adjacent area of x is computed as the
density of feature points by thresholding (x; tk) with a threshold T as follows:
P(x; tk) =
X
x02Np(x)
R(x0; tk); R(x; tk) =
8>>><>>>: 1 ((x; tk) > T )0 (otherwise) (3.26)
where R(x; t) is a map of feature points.
Closely crowded feature points are excluded by counting the number of feature
points in the neighborhood. The reduced set of feature points is calculated as R0(tk) =
fx j P(x; tk)  P0g by thresholding P(tk) with a threshold P0. It is assumed that the number
of feature points is less than M.
3.2.2 Jitter Sensing
3.2.2.1 Feature Matching
To enable correspondence between feature points at the current time tk and those
at the previous time tk 1 = (k   1)t, template matching is conducted for all the selected
feature points in an image.
To enable the correspondence of the i-th feature point at time tk 1 belonging to
R0(tk 1), xi(tk 1) (1  i  M), to the i0-th feature point at time tk belonging to R0(tk), xi0(tk)
(1  i0  M), the sum of squared dierences is calculated in the window Wm of m  m
pixels as follows:
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E(i0; i; t; tk 1) =
X
=(;)2Wm
kI(xi0(t) + ; t)   I(xi(tk 1) + ; tk 1)k2: (3.27)
To decrease the number of mismatched points, xˆ(xi(tk 1); tk) and xˆ(xi0(t); tk 1), which
indicate the feature point at time tk corresponding to the i-th feature point xi(tk 1) at time
tk 1, and the feature point at time tk 1 corresponding to the i0-th feature point xi0(tk) at
time tk, respectively, are bidirectionally searched so that E(i0; i; tk; tk 1) is minimal in their
adjacent areas as follows:
xˆ(xi(tk 1); tk) = xi0(i)(tk) = arg min
xi0 (tk)2Nb(xi(tk 1))
E(i0; i; tk; tk 1); (3.28)
xˆ(xi0(tk); tk 1) = xi(i0)(tk 1) = arg min
xi(tk 1)2Nb(xi0 (tk))
E(i0; i; tk; tk 1); (3.29)
where i0(i) and i(i0) are the index numbers of the feature point at time tk correspond-
ing to xi(tk 1), and that at time tk 1 corresponding to xi0(tk), respectively. According to
mutual selection of the corresponding feature points, the pair of feature points between
time tk and tk 1 are selected as follows:
x˜i(tk) =
8>>><>>>: xˆ(xi(tk 1); tk) (i = i(i
0(i)))
; (otherwise)
; (3.30)
fi(tk) =
8>>><>>>: 1 (i = i(i
0(i)))
0 (otherwise)
; (3.31)
where fi(tk) indicates whether there are feature points at time tk or not, correspond-
ing to the i-th feature point xi(tk 1) at time tk 1.
On the assumption that the frame-by-frame image-displacement between time tk
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and tk 1 is small, the feature point xi(tk) at time tk is matched with a feature point at time
tk 1 in the b  b adjacent area of xi(tk); the computational load of feature point matching
is reduced in the order of O(M) by setting a narrowed search range. For all the feature
points belonging to R0(tk 1) and R0(tk), the processes described in Eq. (3.28)–(3.31) are
conducted, and M0(tk)( M) pairs of feature points are selected for jitter sensing, where
M0(tk) =
PM
i=1 fi(tk).
3.2.2.2 Translational Transformation
Assuming that the image-displacement between time tk and tk 1 is translational mo-
tion, the velocity v(tk) at time tk is estimated by averaging the positions of selected pairs
of feature points as follows:
v(tk) =
1
t
 1
M0(tk)
MX
i=1
fi(tk)(x˜i(tk)   xi(tk 1)); (3.32)
Jitter displacement d(tk) is computed at time tk by accumulating the estimated ve-
locity v(tk) as follows:
d(tk) = d(tk 1) + v(vk 1)  t; (3.33)
where the displacement at time t = t0 = 0 is initially set to d(t0) = d(0) = 0.
3.2.2.3 Motion Anomalies Filtering
The high-frequency component of jitter displacement dcut(tk), which is the camera
jitter movement intended for removal is extracted using the following high-pass IIR filter,
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dcut(tk) = IIR(dk; dk 1;    ; dk D; fcut); (3.34)
where the order of the IIR filter is D;
it is designed to exclude the low-frequency component of velocity lower than a
cut-o frequency fcut.
3.2.3 High-resolution Stabilized-video Composition
When the high-resolution input image I0(x0; t0k0) at frame k
0 is captured at time t0k0 =
k0t0 by a high-resolution camera operating at a frame cycle time of t0, which is much
larger than that of the high-speed vision system, t, the stabilized high-resolution image
S (x0; t0k0) is composed by displacing I
0(x0; t0k0) with the high-frequency component of jitter
displacement dcut(tˆ0k0) as follows:
S (x0; t0k0) = I
0(x0   l  dcut(tˆ0k0); t0k0); (3.35)
where x0 = lx indicates the image coordinate system of the high-resolution camera;
its resolution is l times that of the high-speed vision system. tˆ0k0 is the time when the
high-speed vision system captures its image at the nearest frame after time t0k0 when the
high-resolution camera captures its image as follows:
tˆ0k0 =
&
t0k0
t
'
t; (3.36)
where dae indicates the minimum integer, which is larger than a.
In this way, video stabilization of high-resolution image sequences can be achieved
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in real time by image composition using input sequences based on a high-frequency-
displacement component sensed by executing the high-speed vision system as an HFR
jitter sensor.

Chapter 4
System Implementation
In this chapter, our system is described with details specifications. Since we used
a feature-based approach to implement the video mosaicking and stabilization, there are
identical resources used in both the applications. Resources such as an HFR camera, a
frame grabbing board, a frame grabbing hardware logic and a feature detection hardware
logic are the common resources for both the applications. The details explanation on each
resource are as follows,
4.1 IDP Express HFR Vision System
To realize real-time video mosaicking and stabilization at a high frame rate, we
implemented our algorithm on the FPGA-based high-speed vision platform, the IDP Ex-
press [103] (IDP-e), which consists of a compact camera head, a dedicated FPGA board
(IDP-e board), and a personal computer (PC). Figure 4.1 shows the general configuration
of IDP-e, whereas Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the camera head and the IDP-e board.
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FPGA1
FPGA2
PCI-Express
Compact High-speed 
Camera Heads
Personal Computer
images
512 x 512 pixels @2000fps x 2
images features commands
FPGA-1 
* camera I/F
* noise reduction
* PCI Express bus I/F 
* Image capture
FPGA-2
* user-specific image processing
* Data processing
* High-frame-rate 
video recording
* Visualization
Figure 4.1: Configuration of IDP-e
The camera head is compactly designed; its dimensions and weight are 232377mm
and 145 g, respectively, when no lens is mounted. It can easily be held by a human hand
and can also easily be mounted on movable objects for image mosaicking with a fast-
moving camera. The housing of the camera head is designed to facilitate the attachment
of a compact NF-mount lens.
compact high-speed camera head IDP Express board
Figure 4.2: Photos of IDP-e (left) Camera Head and (right) Capture Board
It can also be extended to use a C-mount lens via a lens attachment. On the camera
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head, 8-bit Mono and RGB images of 512512 pixels can be captured at 2000 fps with
a Bayer color filter on its CMOS image sensor of 512512 pixels; the sensor and pixel
sizes are 5.12 mm5.12 mm and 10 m10 m, respectively.
4.1.1 IDP-e Functional Blocks
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Figure 4.3: Functional Block Diagram of the IDP-e High-speed Vision Board
The IDP-e board was designed for high-speed processing and recording of 512512
color images transferred at 2000 fps. Figure 4.3 is a function block diagram of the IDP-e
board. The board has two camera inputs, a Virtex series FPGA (Xilinx XCVFX60) for a
camera I/O and PCI-e bus controls, a user-specified Spartan-3 FPGA (Xilinx XC3S5000-
4FG900) for hardware implementation of the algorithms by users, and several peripheral
I/O circuits. Details on the image data processing path and transfer in the IDP Express
board were given in [103]. In this study, 512512 images from a single camera head
(camera head one) are processed for both the applications. The 512512 input images,
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and the processed results on the IDP-e board, can be memory-mapped via 16-lane PCI-e
buses in real-time at 2000 fps onto the allocated memories in the PC.
The hardware logic implementation on user-specified FPGA has two variants of
modules for both the applications. In the case of video mosaicking, a color camera is used
to capture the HFR sequences, as well as another camera is also interfaced with the IDP-e
board to manage the bandwidth for mapping color images and the extracted features to
the PC memory simultaneously. However, a mono HFR camera is interfaced with IDP-e
for the stabilization application. We also optimized our hardware logic to utilize single-
camera bandwidth by appending extracted features at the bottom of the HFR sequences.
4.2 HFR Vision-based Video Mosaicking
4.2.1 Hardware Implementation on Spartan-3 FPGA
We designed a circuit module for feature point detection in the user-specified FPGA
on the IDP-e board for the acceleration of steps feature detection of our algorithms; they
have a computational complexity of O(M2). Whereas, the rest of the steps, which have
a computational complexity of O(M), were software-implemented on the PC because
they are accelerated by reducing the number of feature points required for feature point
matching. Figure 4.4 depicts the schematic data flow of the feature point extraction circuit
module implemented in the user-specified FPGA. The timing chart for the control signals
is described in Figure 4.5. The circuit module consists of a color-to-gray converter, a
Harris feature extractor, a feature point counter, and a data selector for FIFO output. Raw
8-bit 512512 input color images with a Bayer color filter, F(x; t), are scanned in units
of four pixels from the upper left to the lower right using X and Y address signals at
151.2 MHz. The color-to-gray converter can convert RGB images into 8-bit gray-level
images, I(x; t), in parallel with the four pixels after RGB conversion for input images with
a Bayer color filter.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic Data Flow of Feature Point Extraction Circuit Module
Figure 4.5: Timing Chart for Control Signal
The Harris feature detector can calculate I0x and I
0
y, which are the positive values of
partial derivatives Ix and Iy, using 33 Prewitt operators, and then calculate their product
sums
P
I02x ,
P
I0xI
0
y, and
P
I02y in the adjacent 33 pixels (a = 3) as 20-bit data using
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160 adders and 12 multipliers in parallel in units of four pixels with a 151.2 MHz clock.
For the convenience of hardware implementation, the feature for Harris corner detection,
(x; t), is outputted as 35-bit data by subtracting det C(x; t) with a 4-bit shift value of
(Tr C(x; t))2 in parallel in units of four pixels when  = 0.0625; 16 multipliers, 24 adders,
and four 3-bit shifters are implemented for calculating (x; t).
The feature point counter can obtain the positions of feature points as a 512512
binary map B(x; t) by thresholding the feature (x; t) with a threshold T in parallel in
units of four pixels at 151.2 MHz; B(x; t) indicates whether a feature point is located at
pixel x at time t. The number of feature points in the 55 adjacent area (p = 5) is counted
for the feature points as a 512512 map P(x; t) using 96 adders in parallel in units of four
pixels; P(x; t) is used for checking closely crowded feature points in step (1-c).
In the data selector, the input image F(x; t) and the number of feature points P(x; t)
are outputted to FIFO memory for an external PC in parallel in units of four pixels with
X and Y address signals at 151.2 MHz. The delay time in outputting F(x; t) and P(x; t)
using the feature point extraction circuit module is 46 clocks (1 clock = 13.2 ns) after
raster scanning all pixels in a 512512 input image; 14 clocks for color-to-gray converter;
20 clocks for Harris feature extractor; 11 clocks for feature point counter; and one clock
for data selector.
Device Type Xilinx XC3S5000
Slice 5,864/33,280 (17%)
Slice Flip Flop 9,015/66,560 (13%)
4 input LUT 6,038/66,560 (9%)
Bounded IOB 195/633 (30%)
Block RAM 15/104 (14%)
MULT18X18s 28/104 (26%)
GCLK 2/8 (25%)
Table 4.1: FPGA resource consumption.
Table 4.1 summarizes the resources consumed by the user-specified FPGA (Xilinx
XC3S5000-4FG900) in implementing the feature point extraction circuit module.
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4.2.2 Software Implementation (Multi-threading) for VideoMosaicked
Panorama
Various API functions associated with board control are memory-mapped into the
allocated memories on the PC and have been prepared for a 32-bit Windows 7 OS middle-
ware to develop application programs. With these API functions, only the required pixels
or processed results can be accessed in real-time. Arbitrary image processing can be pro-
grammed for the execution of software on the PC with specifications as an ASUSTek P5E
motherboard, Core 2 Quad9300 bulk 2.50 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM, and a 32-bit Windows
7 OS.
PC-software
yes
no
Feature Point 
Selection
Feature Point 
Matching
HFR thread
Frame
Interval
Affine 
Transformation 
Estimation
Input Image
& 
Feature Extraction
FPGA-hardware
Display of Mosaicked 
Panorama
Display thread
Live
Affine Parameter 
Accumulation
Mosaicked 
Panorama 
Composition
Composition thread
no
Figure 4.6: Multi-threaded Approach for Video Mosaicking
By implementing the circuit module described above in the user-specified FPGA,
feature detection is accelerated such that the extracted feature points could be outputted to
the PC for 512512 images in real-time at 500 fps. The remaining steps are implemented
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in software on the PC using a multi-threading approach as shown in Figure 4.6, with
the following parameters. Threshold P0 in step (1-c) was determined in order to reduce
the number of feature points (M  300), depending on the experimental scene. Step (2-a)
executed 55 (m = 5) template matching with bidirectional search in the 3131 adjacent
area (b = 31). In step (2-b), the frame interval of feature point matching was determined
with d0 = 7. Step (3) executed Tukey’s biweight method with L = 10 iterations; the
parameters for the biweight evaluation functions were set at Wl = 11   l (l = 1;    ; 10).
The HFR thread is always execution at an interval of 2ms to acquire real-time pro-
cessing, whereas the ane parameter accumulation and mosaicked panorama composi-
tion are conducted in composition thread to not to both the real-time processing. To
monitor the panoramic videos on the display monitor, we used an independent display
thread that simultaneously displays live mosaicking.
4.3 HFR Vision-based Video Stabilization
We used aWindows 7(64 bit)-OS installed PC (Hewlett Packard, Z440 workstation)
with the following specifications: Intel Xeon E5-1603v4 at 2.8 GHz, 10 MB cache, 4
cores, 16 GB DDR4 RAM, two 16-lane PCI-e 3.0 buses, and four USB 3.0 ports.
4.3.1 Hardware Implementation on Spartan-3 FPGA
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Figure 4.7: Schematic Data Flow of a Feature Point Extraction Circuit Module
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On the dedicated FPGA board, as shown in Figure 4.7, the 8-bit gray-level 512512
images could be processed in real time with circuit logic on the FPGA (Xilinx XC3S5000);
the captured images and processed results could be transferred to memory allocated in
the PC. The feature point detection process in step (1) was accelerated by hardware-based
implementation of a feature extraction module [108] on the FPGA. The dedicated FPGA
extracts feature points in a 512512 image, and the xy coordinates of the feature points
appended at the bottom 16 rows of an ROI input image of 512496 pixels. The imple-
mented Harris corner feature extraction module. The area size and the tunable sensitive
parameter in computing the Harris corner features were set to a = 3 and  = 0.0625,
respectively. The area size for extracting the number of feature points was set to p = 8.
According to the experimental scene, parameters T and P0 were determined so that the
number of feature points must be less than M = 300.
4.3.2 Hybrid-dual Camera Video Stabilization System
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Figure 4.8: Hybrid-Dual Camera Vision System
To realize real-time high-resolution video stabilization, we implemented our algo-
rithm on a hybrid-camera system. It consists of an FPGA-based high-speed vision device,
the IDP-e [92], a high-resolution USB 3.0 camera (XIMEA, MQ042-CM), and a personal
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computer (PC). Figure 4.8, shows (a) the system configuration, (b) the overview of its
hybrid-dual camera head when mounted on a monopod, and (c) its top-view geometric
configuration. IDP-e consists of a camera head that can capture gray-level 8-bit 512512
images at 2000 fps, and a dedicated FPGA board for hardware-implementation of the
user-specific algorithms. The image sensor of the camera head is a 512512 CMOS sen-
sor of 5.125.12 mm-size at 1010 m-pitch. The high-resolution camera MQ042-CM
can capture gray-level 8-bit 20482048 images, and these images can be transferred at
90 fps via a USB 3.0 interface to a PC; the sensor-size and pixel-pitch are 11.2611.26
mm and 5.55.5 m, respectively.
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Ximea Camera
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Figure 4.9: Overview of Monopod Mounted Hybrid-dual Camera Module
As shown in Figure 4.9, The hybrid-camera system was attached to a monopod of
length variable from 55 to 161 cm for hand-held operation. As illustrated in Figure 4.9,
the camera head of the IDP-e (camera 1) and the high-resolution camera MQ042-CM
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(camera 2) were installed in such a way that the optical axes of their lenses were parallel;
the distance between the two axes was 48 mm. Identical CCTV lenses of f = 25 mm
were attached to both cameras 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.10: View Area of Hybrid-dual Camera Module
As shown in Figure 4.10, when the hybrid-camera module was placed 5 m away
from the patterned scene (a) the high-resolution image captured by camera 2 could ob-
serve 2.202.20 m-area and (b) camera 1 could observe 1.011.01 m-area. If we observe
scenes when the measurement area of camera 1 is wholly involved in that of camera 2,
the high-speed vision system works as an HFR jitter sensor for stabilizing the 20482048
images of camera 2, as discussed earlier.
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4.3.3 Software Implementation (Multi-threading) for Video Stabi-
lization
Input Image
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High-resolution 
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Figure 4.11: Multi-threaded Approach for Video Stabilization
Steps (2)–(4) were software-implemented on the PC. In step (2), we assumed that
the number of selected feature points were less than M = 300, and that 55 (m = 5)
template matching with bidirectional search in the 3131 (b = 31) adjacent area was ex-
ecuted. In step (3), the high-frequency component of the frame-by-frame image displace-
ment is extracted as its jitter displacement to be compensated by executing a 5th-order
Butterworth high-pass filter (D = 5). The high-speed vision system captured and pro-
cessed 512496 (Nx = 512, Ny = 496) at 1000 fps, corresponding to t = 1 ms, whereas
the high-resolution camera set for capturing 20482048 (N0x = N0y = 2048) at 80 fps in
step (4), corresponding to t0 = 12.5 ms. The Figure 4.11 shows the structure of the
multi-threaded approach used in our stabilization application. The HFR thread is always
execution at an interval of 1ms to acquire real-time processing at 1000 fps, whereas the
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high-resolution image acquisition at 80 fps and smooth video composition are conducted
in composition thread to not to both the real-time processing of HFR thread. To moni-
tor the high-resolution stabilized videos on the display monitor, we used an independent
display thread that simultaneously displays live smooth videos.

Chapter 5
Experiments, Discussions and Confirmations
In this chapter, we demonstrate serval experiments that we have conducted to con-
firm the eectiveness of our implemented methods in indoor and outdoor scenarios. We
also verify the consistency and performance of the approaches to compare with con-
ventional methods. In the case of video mosaicking, we conducted motorized mosaick-
ing experiments using a two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) pan-tilt actuator to compose a
panoramic view of an indoor scene. We also confirm the mosaicking operation to com-
pose a wide panoramic image of the outdoor scenic world. In the case of video stabi-
lization, first we verified the performance of the IIR filter using a pan-actuator generating
various sinusoidal frequencies. We also checked the robustness of video stabilization
when mixed motion is given to the pan-tilt actuator as a combination of oscillatory mo-
tion and constant velocity from left to right direction. Finally, we demonstrate the outdoor
experiment that we have conducted on stairs with a handheld hybrid-dual camera module
to stabilize the high-resolution video sequence of the real-world. Further details of the
experiments are stated as follows,
5.1 Mosaicked Panorama Experiments
5.1.1 Verification of Actuated Mosaicked Panorama
To confirm that the geometric consistency in panoramic images correlated with the
actual camera motion, we present image mosaicking results for indoor scenes captured
by a camera head mounted on a 2-DOF pan-tilt actuator system. Figure 5.1 shows the
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experimental setup used. The 2-DOF pan-tilt actuator system, on which the camera head
of IDP-e was mounted, was fixed at the height of 1.5 m. It was able to move the camera
head using the pan and tilt motors; optical encoders measured the pan and tilt angles. A
C-mount 50-mm-focal-length lens was mounted on the camera head; the measurement
area was 1.0 m1.0 m at 8.3 m in front of the camera head. In the experiment, a series of
wall cabinets, installed 8.3 m in front of the camera head, were observed when the pan-
tilt actuator system operated (a) zigzag left-to-right camera motion with periodic up-and-
down movements, and (b) accelerated left-to-right camera motion. The frame rate and
exposure time of the IDP-e were set to 500 fps and 2 ms, respectively. For the selection
of 100 feature points or less from a 512512 image, the threshold parameters were set to
T = 5  107 and P0 = 25.
5.1.1.1 Experimental Setup
camera head
on 2-DOF actuator
measurement area
pan
tilt
Figure 5.1: Experimental Setup for Motorized Mosaciking
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5.1.1.2 Zigzag Displacement path
Figure 5.2 shows the pan and tilt angles of pan-tilt actuator, the x- and y-coordinates
for translation vector, the number of extracted feature points, and the frame interval of
feature point matching for t = 0:00–1.30 s obtained when the camera head was moved
from left to right with periodic up-and-down motions three times every two seconds.
The ane matrix and translation vector were set at unit matrix and (255; 499), re-
spectively, at t = 0. The x coordinate gradually increased from 255 to 2776 pixel for
t = 0.00–1.30 s as the pan angle increased from  9.6 to 23.2; the y coordinate changed
periodically at 1.5 Hz in the range between 500 and 1000 pixel, corresponding to the
periodically changing tilt angle.
The interval of feature point matching was adjusted to within 4 ms because there
were always large image displacements between frames in the zigzag camera motion.
Figure 5.3 shows the synthesized panoramic images of 32001200 pixels, taken at inter-
vals of 0.12 s. In the 32001200 panoramic images, (x; y) = (0; 0) corresponded to their
left-upper corners. Over time, the panoramic image was extended by accurately stitching
ane transformed input images over the panoramic image at the previous frame, and a
series of wall cabinets were observed in a single panoramic image at t = 1:26 s.
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Figure 5.2: Graph Showing (a)Feature Point Extraction, (b) Frame Interval, (c)
Pan-Tilt Angles of 2-DOF Actuator, and (d) x-y Displacement Trajectory of Camera
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t=0.18s
t=0.42s
t=0.66s
t=0.90s
t=1.14s
t=0.30s
t=0.54
t=0.78s
t=1.02s
t=1.26s
Figure 5.3: Mosaicked Panorama Composed with Motorized Zigzag Camera Mo-
tion
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5.1.1.3 Accelerated Displacement path
Figure 5.4 shows the pan and tilt angles of pan-tilt actuator, the x- and y-coordinates
for translation vector, the number of extracted feature points, and the frame interval of
feature point matching for t = 0:00–0.86 s obtained for unidirectional camera head move-
ment from left to right with increasing speed. The value of the x coordinate increased as
the pan angle increased, whereas the value of the y coordinate remained constant due to
no change in the tilt angle. With respect to the changes in the pan angles, a long frame
interval of dozens of milliseconds was set for the slow camera motion around t = 0, and a
short frame interval of 2 ms for the fast one as time passed. Figure 5.5 shows the synthe-
sized panoramic images of 32001200 pixels, taken at intervals of 0.09 s. Over time, the
panoramic image was also extended by accurately stitching together transformed input
images. The number of feature points was always less than 300 points; the frame interval
was adjusted to correspond to the 2-Hz periodic change in the scene observed in the input
images. Based on the motion of the camera, it can be seen that a short frame interval was
set for the high-speed scene.
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Figure 5.4: Graph Showing (a)Feature Point Extraction, (b) Frame Interval, (c)
Pan-Tilt Angles of 2-DOF Actuator, and (d) x-y Displacement Trajectory of Camera
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t=0.05s
t=0.23s
t=0.41s
t=0.59s
t=0.77s
t=0.14s
t=0.32
t=0.50s
t=0.68s
t=0.86s
Figure 5.5: Mosaicked Panorama Composed with Motorized Accelerated Camera
Motion
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5.1.2 Real-world Outdoor Experiment of Video Mosaicking
Next, we present the image mosaicking result for an outdoor scene captured by a
camera head moved quickly and periodically by a human hand. Figure 5.6 shows the
experimental outdoor scene.
_Handheld Videography_
• HFR camera head
• free-style motion
operator
Figure 5.6: Handheld Experimental Setup
The scene was captured from the top of an eight-story building in Hiroshima Uni-
versity by an operator who manually moved the hand-held camera head with his hand
from left to right with periodic up-and-down motions approximately five times every
three seconds, and then decelerated the movement of the HFR camera. In the experi-
ment, a C-mount 25-mm-focal-length lens was mounted on the camera head. The frame
rate and exposure time of the IDP Express system were set to 500 fps and 0.25 ms, respec-
tively. To select the 300 feature points or less from a single 512512 image, the threshold
parameters were set to T = 5  107 and P0 = 25.
Figure 5.7 shows the five-input image sequence and the extracted feature points,
taken at intervals of 0.2 s. It can be seen that most of the feature points in the input
images were correctly extracted.
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(a)
t = 0.2 s t = 0.4 s t = 0.6 s t = 0.8 s t = 1.0 s
(b)
Figure 5.7: (a) Input Images and (b) Feature Point Extracted from HFR Sequence
Figure 5.8 shows the number of extracted feature points, the frame interval of fea-
ture point matching, and the x- and y-coordinates for the translation vector for t = 0:0–
5.0 s. Based on the motion of an HFR camera, a short frame interval was set for the
high-speed scene and a long frame interval for the low-speed scene.
Figure 5.9 shows the synthesized 32001200 panoramic images, taken at intervals
of 0.5 s. Over time, the panoramic image was extended by stitching together transformed
images over the panoramic image at the previous frame, and large buildings and back-
ground forests on the far side were observed in a single panoramic image at t = 4:5 s.
These figures indicate that our system can accurately generate a single synthesized image
in real-time by stitching together 512512 input images at 500 fps when the camera head
is quickly moved by a human hand.
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t=0.0s
t=1.0s
t=2.0s
t=3.0s
t=4.0s
t=0.5s
t=1.5s
t=2.5s
t=3.5s
t=4.5s
Figure 5.9: Real-world Scene Handheld Video Mosaicking
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5.1.3 Discussions
In this section, we report the development of a real-time image mosaicking system
that can generate panoramic images from 512512 images captured at 500 fps by im-
plementing an accelerated feature-based image mosaicking algorithm on an FPGA-based
high-speed vision platform.
5.1.3.1 Computational Eciency
time
(1-a,1-b) Feature extraction / Thresholding 0.86
(1-c) Selection of feature points 0.05
(2-a) Template matching 0.97
(2-b) Frame interval selection 0.01
(3) Ane transform estimation 0.09
(4) Image composition 51.43
Total ((1)–(3)) 1.98
Table 5.1: Execution times on HFR Vision-based Video Mosaicking System (unit:
ms).
Table 5.1 summarizes the execution times of steps (1)–(4) for image mosaicking of
512512 images when our image mosaicking algorithm was implemented on the high-
speed vision platform with the parameters stated above. The execution times of steps
(1-a) and (1-b) include the image acquisition time for a 512512 image on the FPGA
board. The total execution time of steps (1), (2), and (3) was less than 2 ms; it was worse
when step (3) was executed at all the frames. In this study, the shortest frame interval in
the system was set to t = 2 ms. The execution time of step (4) was much larger than
that of the other steps. Step (4) was implemented as a multi-threaded process that was
not able to disturb the real-time processes of the other steps when its interval was set to
t0 = 60 ms for monitoring by the human eye. In this way, we confirmed that image
mosaicking, including feature point extraction and tracking for M  300, can be executed
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for 512512 images in real-time at 500 fps. The upper bound of feature points number is
300 to guarantee our system working at 500 fps, which vary from PC configuration.
5.2 Video Stabilization Experiments
5.2.1 Verification of Jitter Filtering
5.2.1.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters
direct drive 
motor
checker pattern
(a)
202 mm
pan (vibration)
(b)
1
9
2
 m
m
12 x 7 mm2
Figure 5.10: Experimental Setup for Filter Response Verification
Firstly, we evaluated the performance of our system in video stabilization by ob-
serving a static checkered pattern when a hybrid-camera system vibrated mechanically in
the pan direction, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. The hybrid-camera system was mounted
on a direct drive AC servo motor (Yaskawa, SGM7F-25C7A11) so as to mechanically
change its pan angle, and a 127 mm-pitch checkered pattern was installed 1000 mm in
front of the camera system. The measurement area observed in the 512496 image of
camera 1 corresponded to 202192 mm on the checkered pattern.
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5.2.1.2 IIR-5th Order High Pass Filter Response
In the pan direction, the hybrid-camera system vibrated on the 2.5 degree-amplitude
sinusoid trajectories at various frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz to 3 Hz with increments
of 0.1 Hz.This camera ego-motion exhibited 120-pixel displacement in the horizontal
direction in the camera 1 image. The threshold parameters in the feature extraction step
were set to T = 5  107 and P0 = 15, and the cut-o frequency in the jitter sensing step
was set to fcut = 0.5 Hz. Figure 5.11 shows (a) the response of a 5th-order Butterworth
high-passfilter, of which the cut-o frequency is 0.5 Hz, and (b) the relationship between
the vibration frequencies and the damping ratios in the jitter cancellation on our system .
(a) Filter Coecients:
We derived the coecients for the 5th-Order Butterworth High Pass filter for 1 ms
sampling time with 0.5 Hz cut-o frequency by using the Matlab digital filter toolbox.
The numerator and denominator coecients for the filter are tabulated in the Table 5.2.
We used these coecients in our software program to process sensed displacements to
eliminate the motion anomalies in the sequences.
y0 =
 
(b0)(x0)   (a5)(y5)   (a4)(y4)   (a3)(y3)

   (a2)(y2)   (a1)(y1) + (b5)(x5) + (b4)(x4)
+ ((b3)(x3) + (b2)(x2) + (b1)(x1)) ;
(5.1)
Where y0 high pass filter output, y1-y5 are the filter feedback and x1-x5 are the input
samples.
We used the following coecients b and a in the 5.1 equation to filter the input
motion anomalies available in the camera displacements. y0 is outputted as a remaining
high frequency component.
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coecient value
(1) b0 0.99492969135382414
(2) b1 -4.9746484567691205
(3) b2 9.9492969135382427
(4) b3 -9.9492969135382427
(5) b4 4.9746484567691205
(6) b5 -0.99492969135382414
(a) b-coecients (numerator)
coecient value
(1) a0 1
(2) a1 -4.9898335938352982
(3) a2 9.9593860340854388
(4) a3 -9.9391563770883185
(5) a4 4.9594890275758976
(6) a5 -0.98988509073741515
(b) a-coecients (denominator)
Table 5.2: Coecients of 5th-Order IIR Butterworth High Pass Filter
(b) Filter Response:
The pan-actuator oscillated with various sinusoidal frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz
to 3.0 Hz to verify the response of the implemented filter with the ideal response obtained
from the Matlab digital filter toolbox. The damping ratio was computed as a ratio of the
standard deviation of the filtered high-frequency component to that of the jitter displace-
ment in the horizontal direction for 10 s for all the frequencies mentioned above. As
shown in Figure 5.11-(a) the ideal response of the 5th-Order IIR Butterworth High Pass
Filter, and (b) the response of the practical filter that we have implemented. It is observed
that both the responses are similar; hence our digital filter is verified and suitable for the
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stabilization application.
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Figure 5.11: Graph showing (a) Ideal Filter Response and (b) Practical Response of
5th-Order IIR Butterworth High pass Filter
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(c) Filter performance for Various Frequencies:
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Figure 5.12: Graph Showing Frequencies Generated by Pan-actuator
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Figure 5.13: Graph Showing Response of 5th-Order IIR Butterworth High pass
Filter to Various Frequencies
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Figure 5.12 graphs show the motion generated by the pan-actuator for three selected
frequencies as, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 Hz, logged by the optical encoder of the actuator. Fig-
ure 5.13 shows the the jitter displacements (JDs), their filtered high-frequency component
displacements (HDs), and the stabilized displacements (SDs) in the horizontal direction
in the camera 1 image for 10 s when the hybrid-camera system was vibrated at 0.1, 0.5,
and 1.0 Hz. The SDs were computed by canceling the HDs from the JDs. According
to the cut-o frequency at 0.5 Hz, it can be observed that the SD was almost matched
with the JD when the vibration was done at 0.1 Hz, whereas the SD tended toward zero
with 1.0 Hz vibration. This tendency can be confirmed in Figure 5.11-(b) where it can be
observed that our system detected and canceled a specified high-frequency camera jitter
displacement and that the damping ratio was largely varied from 1 to 0 around the cut-o
frequency fcut = 0.5 Hz.
5.2.2 Mixed Motion Video Stabilization
We evaluated the video stabilization performance by observing a printed photo-
graphic pattern when the hybrid-camera systemmoved with drifting at a certain frequency
in the pan direction. The mixed movement was given to the actuator, which consisted of
constant velocity from left to right and sinusoidal oscillation.
5.2.2.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters
A printed cityscape photographic pattern of dimensions 1200900 mm was placed
1000 mm in front of the hybrid-camera systemmounted on a pan-tilt motor head as shown
in Figure 5.14. Figure 5.15 shows the (a) area observed on the pattern, the 440440 mm
by camera 2 involved and (b) the 202192 mm by camera 1.
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Figure 5.14: Experimental Setup for Motorized Mixed Motion Generator
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Figure 5.15: View Area by Camera 2 with Overlap of Camera 1
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5.2.2.2 Confirmation of Stabilization of High-resolution Image Sequences
In the experiment, the pan angle varied with 1 Hz vibration as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.16-(a). The parameters in the feature extraction step and the cut-o frequency in the
jitter sensing step were set to the same values as those in the previous subsection. Fig-
ure 5.16-(b) shows the JD, the HD, and the SD in the horizontal direction in the camera
1 image for 16 s when the hybrid-camera system drifted with 1 Hz vibration in the pan
direction shown in Figure 5.16-(c). In Figure 5.17, (a) the extracted feature points (green
‘+’ ), (b) selected feature points (red ‘+’ ), and (c) the pairs of the matched feature points
between previous and current frames (blue and red dots) were plotted in the 512496
input images of camera 1. Figure 5.18 shows (a) the 20482048 input images and (b) the
stabilized images of camera 2.
The images in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 were taken for t = 0–14 s with an interval of
2 s. Figure 5.18 shows (a) the 20482048 input images and (b) their stabilized images
of camera 2 from t = 0 to 0.7 s, taken at intervals of 0.1 s. In Figure 5.16, the SD was
obtained as the DC component by reducing the 1 Hz vibration in the camera drift, which is
higher than the cut-o frequency of 0.5 Hz. The stabilized images of camera 2 for 0.7 s in
Figure 5.18(b) were compensated to cancel the 1 Hz vibration, whereas the apparent left-
to-right motion of the cityscape scene for 14 s in the stabilized images of camera 2, which
corresponded to the DC component in the camera drift, was not canceled, as illustrated
in Figure 5.18(b). These experimental results show that our hybrid-camera system can
automatically stabilize 20482048 images of complex scenes to cancel high-frequency
components in the camera ego-motion.
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(b) jitter sensing and compensation
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Figure 5.16: Graph Showing Stabilization of Jitter Displacements Conducted using
Motorized Mixed Motion
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t = 12.0 s
t = 0.0 s t = 2.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 6.0 s
t = 8.0 s t = 10.0 s t = 14.0 s
(a) feature extraction
t = 12.0 s
t = 0.0 s t = 2.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 6.0 s
t = 8.0 s t = 10.0 s t = 14.0 s
(b) feature selection
t = 12.0 s
t = 0.0 s t = 2.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 6.0 s
t = 8.0 s t = 10.0 s t = 14.0 s
(c) feature matching
Figure 5.17: HFR Vision-based Jitter Sensing Conducted using Motorized Mixed
Motion
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t = 12.0 s
t = 0.0 s t = 2.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 6.0 s
t = 8.0 s t = 10.0 s t = 14.0 s
(a) high-resolution input sequence with jitter
t = 12.0 s
t = 0.0 s t = 2.0 s t = 4.0 s t = 6.0 s
t = 8.0 s t = 10.0 s t = 14.0 s
(b) high-resolution stabilized sequence with reduced jitter
Figure 5.18: Video Stabilization of High-resolution Jittered Sequence Conducted
using Motorized Mixed Motion
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5.2.3 Real-world Outdoor Experiment of Video Stabilization
To demonstrate the performance of our proposed system in a real-world scenario,
we conducted an experiment when an operator was holding a hand-held dual-camera head
of our hybrid-camera system while walking on outdoor stairs where undesired camera
ego-motion usually induces unpleasant jitter displacements in video shooting.
5.2.3.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters
Figure 5.19 shows the experimental scene when walking down on outdoor stairs
holding a dual-camera head. It was mounted on a 70 cm-long monopod. In the experi-
ment, we captured an outdoor scene ofwalking multiple persons with background trees;
they were walking on the stairs at a distance of 2 to 4 m from the operator. Induced by
left-and-right hand-arm movement and up-and-down body movement while walking, the
dual camera head was repeatedly panned in the horizontal direction and moved in the ver-
tical direction around 1 Hz.At a distance of 3 m from the operator, an area of 1.301.30
m corresponded to a 20482048 input image of camera 2, which involved an area of
0.600.55 m observed in a 512496 image of camera 1. The threshold parameters in
the feature extraction step were set to T = 5  107 and P0 = 15, and M = 300 feature
points or less were selected for feature point matching. The cut-o frequency in the jitter
sensing step was set to fcut = 0.5 Hz. to reduce the 1 Hz camera jitter in the experiment.
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18 stairs
(~4m)
operator
_Handheld Videography_
• Monopod
• hybrid-dual camera head
Figure 5.19: Experimental Setup for Hybrid-dual Camera Module
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5.2.3.2 Stabilization High-resolution Image Sequences
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Figure 5.20: Graph Showing Stabilization of Jitter Displacements Conducted using
Handheld Hybrid-dual Camera Module
Figure 5.20 shows the JDs, the HDs, and the SDs in (a) the vertical direction and
(b) the horizontal directionin the camera 1 image for t = 0-7 s. Figure 5.21 shows (a)
the extracted feature points and (b) the pairs of matched feature points, which are plotted
in the 512496 input images of camera 1. Figure 5.22 shows (a) the 20482048 input
images and (b) the stabilized images of camera 2. Additionally, 20482048 images are
stabilized in real time at an interval of 12.41 ms; the fastest rate of our stabilization is
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80.6 fps. The images in Figures 5.21 and 5.22 were taken for t = 0–6.16 s with an interval
of 0.88 s were used to monitor whether the camera ego-motion at approximately 1 Hz
was reduced in the stabilized images. According to raster scanning from the upper left
to the lower right in the camera 1 image, feature points in its upper region were selected
for feature point matching when their number was much larger than 300. Thus, as illus-
trated in Figure 5.21(b), only 300 feature points located on the background trees in the
upper region of the camera 1 image were selected for feature point matching in all the
frames and those around walking persons in the center and lower regions were ignored.
Video stabilization was conducted based on the static background trees, ignoring the dy-
namically changing appearances of the walking persons in the center and lower regions
of the camera 1 image. In Figure 5.20, the JDs in both the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions time-varied at approximately 1 Hz, corresponding to the frequency of the camera
ego-motion, which was determined by the relative geometrical relationship between the
dual-camera head and the static background trees.It can be observed that the SDs were
obtained as the low-frequency component by reducing the high-frequency jitter compo-
nent and that the 20482048 images were stabilized to significantly reduce the apparent
motion of the background objects such as trees and a handrail of stairs in the images, as
illustrated in Figure 5.22(b).
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t = 5.28 s
t = 0.0 s t = 0.88 s t = 1.76 s t = 2.64 s
t = 3.52 s t = 4.40 s t = 6.16 s
(a) feature extraction
t = 5.28 s
t = 0.0 s t = 0.88 s t = 1.76 s t = 2.64 s
t = 3.52 s t = 4.40 s t = 6.16 s
(b) feature selection
t = 5.28 s
t = 0.0 s t = 0.88 s t = 1.76 s t = 2.64 s
t = 3.52 s t = 4.40 s t = 6.16 s
(c) feature matching
Figure 5.21: HFR Vision-based Jitter Sensing Conducted using Handheld Hybrid-
dual Camera Module
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t = 5.28 s
t = 0.0 s t = 0.88 s t = 1.76 s t = 2.64 s
t = 3.52 s t = 4.40 s t = 6.16 s
(a) high-resolution input sequence with jitter
t = 5.28 s
t = 0.0 s t = 0.88 s t = 1.76 s t = 2.64 s
t = 3.52 s t = 4.40 s t = 6.16 s
(b) high-resolution stabilized sequence with reduced jitter
Figure 5.22: Video Stabilization of High-resolution Jittered Sequence Conducted
using Handheld Hybrid-dual Camera Module
We confirmed that the camera jitter with the operator’s quick hand motion and the
1 Hz camera jitter in the experiment were correctly measured as the background objects
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were always observed, with naked eyes in real time, as semi-stationary objects in the
stabilized images when they were displayed on a computer display. By selecting the
feature points in the static background for feature point matching. These experimental
results indicate that our hybrid-camera system can correctly stabilize 20482048 images
in real time without disturbance from the dynamically changing appearances around the
walking persons when assisted by feature-point-based HFR-jitter sensing at 1000 fps even
when a walking operator moves the hand-held dual-camera head of our systemquickly.
Here, the frequency of the camera jitter may increase depending on the operator’s motion,
however, our system is capable of stabilizing frequencies much higher than 1 Hz. The
operator’s motion in the frequency range from 0.5 to 10 Hz can be compensated for video
stabilization on our system.
5.2.4 Discussions and Comparisons
5.2.4.1 Discussions
In this study, we introduced a concept of real-time digital video stabilization with
HFR video processing, in which an HFR vision system can simultaneously estimate ap-
parent translational motion in image sequences as an HFR jitter sensor and is hybridized
to assist for compensating high-resolution image sequences. We developed a hybrid-
camera system for real-time high-resolution video stabilization that can simultaneously
stabilize 20482048 images captured at 80 fps by executing frame-by-frame feature point
tracking in real-time at 1000 fps on a 512512 HFR vision system. The experimental re-
sults demonstrated its performance for several moving scenes.
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5.2.4.2 Computational Eciency
time
(1) Feature point detection 0.07
(2) Feature point matching 0.42
(3) Jitter sensing 0.03
(4) Jitter-compensated Image Composition 12.41
Total (1)–(3) 0.52
Table 5.3: Execution Times on Hybrid-dual Camera System (unit:ms).
Table 5.3 summarizes the execution times of steps (1)–(4) when our algorithm was
implemented on the hybrid-camera system with the parameters stated above. The exe-
cution time of step (1) includes the image acquisition time for a 512512 image on the
FPGA board of the high-speed vision system. The total execution time of steps (1)–(3)
was less than the frame cycle time of the high-speed vision system, t = 1 ms. Due to the
higher synthesizing cost for 20482048 image sequences, the execution time of step (4)
was much larger than that of the other steps, but it was less than the frame cycle time of
the high-resolution camera t0 = 12.5 ms. Here steps (2)–(4) were software-implemented
as multithreaded processes to achieve real-time jitter sensing at 1000 fps in parallel with
real-time composition of jitter-compensated high-resolution images at 80 fps to simulta-
neously display it on a computer display.
5.2.4.3 Compare with Conventional Methods
We compared our algorithm with conventional methods for feature-based video sta-
bilization using SURF [25], SIFT [111], FAST [112], and Harris corner [113], which are
distributed in the OpenCV standard library [115]. Table 5.4 shows the execution times for
step (1) and steps (2)–(4) when conventional methods for 512496 and 20482048 im-
ages on the same PC as that used in our hybrid-camera system. These methods involved
the processes for steps (2)–(4) such as descriptor matching, ane transformation for dis-
placement estimation, Kalman filtering for jitter removal, and stabilized image composi-
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tion. In the evaluation, we assume that the number of feature points to be selected in step
(1) are less than M = 300 in both the cases of 512496 and 20482048 images. As shown
in Table 5.4, the computational cost for synthesizing 20482048 images is expressively
higher than that for 512496 images.
methods 512  496 2048  2048
step (1) steps (2)-(4) step (1) steps (2)-(4)
SURF Features [112] 84.03 20.47 742.64 107.59
SIFT Features [111] 147.85 12.44 2194.79 131.19
FAST Features [25] 0.56 11.44 3.19 88.91
Harris Features (SW) [113] 19.56 18.41 219.33 174.82
Harris Features (HW) [our method] 0.07 0.45 — 12.41
Table 5.4: Comparison in Execution Time (unit: ms).
Our algorithm can accelerate the execution time of steps (2)–(4) for video stabi-
lization of 20482048 images to 12.41 ms by hybridizing the hardware-implemented
feature extraction of 512496 images in step (1). We confirmed that our method could
sense the jitter of several HFR videos, in which frame-by-frame image displacements are
small, at the same accuracy level as those of conventional methods. The latter involves a
matching process with predictions such as the Kalman filter to compensate specific image
displacements between frames in a standard video at dozens of frames per second. Simi-
larly, with the feature point extraction process, such a matching process with prediction is
time-consuming to the extent that conventional methods cannot be executed for the real-
time video stabilization of 20482048 images at dozens of frames per second. Thus, our
hybridized algorithm for video stabilization of high-resolution images has computational
advantages over conventional feature-based stabilization methods.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this study, we emphasized on accelerating displacement and jitter sensing to com-
pose a real-time mosaicked panorama and a smooth video sequence by using an HFR
vision-based sensing system. We studied various sensing methods, among them, the fea-
ture matching-based approach is used for sensing frame-by-frame displacements in the
HFR sequences. The single panoramic images and the smooth videos are synthesized
by estimating displacements as image transformation parameters, which is accelerated
by implementing a hardware logic of Harris Corner detection on the high-speed vision
platform. Further acceleration is conducted by narrowing the feature search range in the
consecutive frames considering the redundantly extracted feature points in the HFR se-
quences. However, the limitation of image-space resolution in the HFR vision systems
while composing a stabilized video is overcome by the hybrid camera module. The high-
speed camera of 512x512 pixels-size operating at 1000 fps and the high-resolution camera
of 2048x2048 pixels-size running at 80 fps, as a hybrid-dual-camera module are placed
side-by-side on the same platform with overlapping viewing angle to realize the identical
motion anomalies as a jitter. The performance of the Butterworth 5th order IIR filter is
also verified and confirmed for the stabilization as a high pass filter. It eliminates the
low frequency-high amplitude undesired motion to preserve the high-frequency compo-
nents in the sequences. The real-time video stabilization and the mosaicked panorama are
demonstrated with several confirmations and real-world experiments. The real scenes in
which a hybrid camera system had significant jitter displacements due to unsteady ego-
motion in the handheld operation were eciently stabilized. We also confirmed the ro-
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bustness of our implemented system by verifying its performance when the mixed motion
was generated by the pan-tilt actuator as a concoction of 1Hz oscillation along with the
constant velocity from left to right. In the case of mosaicked panorama, the performance
and the stitching path were confirmed by moving an HFR camera head using a pan-tilt
actuator, over the indoor scene as well as handheld free-style motion over the real-world
outdoor scene. Based on the above-mentioned confirmations and results, we plan to im-
prove our mosaicked panorama system for more robust and long-term image mosaicking
for complicated three-dimensional scenes, SLAM, and other surveillance technologies in
the real world. In the future, we also plan to investigate in automatic optimization of the
parameter for dierent scenes. In the case of our video stabilization, we aim to improve it
for further robust usage with the compensation in 3-D translational and rotational anoma-
lies under time-varying illumination while capturing complicated scenes. Also, apply
object recognition and motion segmentation methods to segregate the camera motion by
intelligently ignoring feature points around the moving objects. In the future, we extend
it to create embedded and consumer camera systems for mobile robots, UAVs, and video
stabilizer for a variety of applications.
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